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New York City College of Technology 
The City University of New York
Department of Communication Design

Typographic Design III
 Instructor: Prof Childers  pchilders1.@mac.com

GOAL:  Engage your viewer 
 Controlling your readers' interpretation

OBJECTIVE:  Use hierarchy to differentiate information

Typographical hierarchy is the order of importance in a body of text 
(such as the sections and subsections of a book). Hierarchy arranges 
lettering so that important words clearly stand out to readers who are 
scanning for information.

Without this hierarchy, every letter and word in a design would appear 
identical. Your design would be about as visually appealing as an MS 
DOS command prompt. 

TERMINOLOGY: 

As a general rule, your typography have at least three levels of hierarchy.

Primary – The most noticeable text on the page, usually bigger and a 
brighter color than the other layers of text. Because it's so powerful, this 
level should be sparse – reserve it only for headlines and decks (known 
as 'furniture').

Secondary – Less noticeable than the primary level, but more noticeable 
than the main content, the secondary level handles everything in be-
tween. This level features some minimal but distinct elements in size 
and color, and typically includes subheads, captions, pull quotes, info-
graphics, or supportive blocks of text separate from the main content.

Tertiary – This is the main content, the most common, and the least no-
ticeable. It should be simple and not flashy – the goal of the other layers 
is to attract attention; the goal of this layer is to encourage the reader to 
become immersed in the text, hence less distraction.

Other – Smaller levels of hierarchy can be created by sparingly applying 
italics, color, bolding, underlining, and other effects to tertiary type. 
These levels might include underlined links, a few bolded words for 
emphasis within paragraphs, etc. Text that shows up in banners, logos, 
or other background graphics also fall in this category. 

WEEK 1: Hierarchy 

Type Families
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HOMEWORK:  Hierarchy studies

PROCESS:

•  8 1/2 x 11 inch paper 

•  Center an 8 x 8 inch square with a 2 point border. 

•  Text area is 1 column. Use a 1 inch margin on all sides of the square to 
define the text area. The text area is 7 x 7 inches. 

•  Use "classical" typefaces, one with multiple variations. NO script or 
decorative fonts!!!

•  Text is supplied: Type Over Time. You can rearrange the order of the 
text. Download a copy of this text from the website.

•  Black and white, no images

Part 1: Systems of hierarchy (6 studies)

 Working with this simple chunk of text, create 2 levels of hierarchical 
hierarchy, using just one type family. Signal each part of the typographic 
hierarchy with just one or two cues: line break, type style, type size, etc.

 Create 6 or more variations that use different systems of hierarchy. 

Part 2. Levels of hierarchy (2 studies)

 Using the same text, create 4 levels of hierarchy in one study. See previ-
ous page for description of levels of hierarchy. (primary, secondary, etc)

 Create 2 variations. Make the two are as different as possible.

Typefaces
Because we will use only one typeface for each variation you will want 
to make sure that the typeface that you pick is a "super-family," a type-
face with multiple variations. (roman, italic, bold, bold italic . . .) (Review 
super-families handout) Do not use script or decorative fonts. Please ask if 
you have any questions.

Suggestions: Baskerville, Bodoni, Caslon, Clarendon, Garamond, Gill 
Sans, Helvetica, Sabon, Futura, Univers

Text   Download the Word document (Type Over Time_text) from the web site

The Type Directors Club celebrates its 70th anniversary  
Type Over Time 
Typography Talks 
Friday, March 10th, 2017  
9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.  
The School of Visual Arts 
333 West 23rd Street

PRESENTATION:

Arrive in class with all studies printed on 8 1/2 x 11" paper. Also bring infor-
mation on the variations of type used so that you can present it in class.

CRITERIA:

•  Eight 7-inch studies due at 11:30 am

•  Use of "classical" typefaces, one with multiple variations. 

•  Studies should vary as much as possible.

8 1/2 x 11 inch paper

8 inch square with  
a 2 point border

1 inch margin

Text area: 7x7 inches
Don't make your text 
area grey, this is just 
to show position.

The text area is 7 x 7 inches
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The roman font is the core or spine from which a family of typefaces derives.

Italic fonts, which are based on cursive writing, have forms distinct from roman. 

         the lowercase -.

Bold (and semibold) typefaces are used for emphasis within a hierarchy.

Bold (and semibold) typefaces each need to include an italic version, too.

A full type family has two sets of numerals: A full type family has two sets of numerals: lining (123) and lining (123) and lining non-lining (non-lining (non-lining ).

adobe garamond regular

adobe garamond italic

adobe garamond expert (small caps)

adobe garamond bold and semibold

adobe garamond bold and semibold italic 

adobe garamond regular and expert numerals 

The idea of organizing typefaces into matched 
families dates back to the sixteenth century, when 
printers began coordinating roman and italic faces. 
The concept was formalized at the turn of the 
twentieth century. 

The roman form, also called “plain” or “regular,” is the 
standard, upright version of a typeface. It is typically conceived 
as the parent of a larger family.

The italic form is not simply a mechanically slanted version of the 
roman: it is a separate typeface. Note that the letter a has a different 
shape in the roman and italic variants of Adobe Garamond.

Small caps (capitals) are designed to integrate with a line of text, 
where full-size capitals would stand out awkwardly. Small capitals 
are slightly taller than the x-height of lowercase letters.

Bold versions of traditional text fonts were added in the twentieth 
century to meet the need for emphatic forms. Sans-serif families 
often include a broad range of weights (thin, bold, black, etc.).

The typeface designer tries to make the bold versions feel similar 
in contrast to the roman, without making the overall form too 
heavy. The counters need to stay clear and open at small sizes. 

Lining numerals occupy uniform units of horizontal space, so 
that the numbers line up when used in tabulated columns. 
Non-lining numerals, also called “text” or “old style” numerals, 
have a small body size plus ascenders and descenders, so that 
they mix well on a line with lowercase letters.

A type family   faked by slanting, or inflating, or SHRINKING letters. 

type crime: 
pseudo italics
The wide, ungainly 

forms of these skewed 
letters look forced 
and unnatural.

type crime: 
pseudo bold

Padded around the 
edges, these letters 

feel blunt and dull.

type crime: 
pseudo small caps

These shrunken
versions of full-size 

caps are puny

italic bold small caps

Adobe Garamond was designed by Robert Slimbach in 1988.

T Y P E  F A M I L Y :  A D O B E G A R A M O N D

This page from Thinking with Type is provided as a pdf to 
facilitate classroom discussions. The pdf can be viewed on 
screen and blown up as needed.

examples from Thinking With Type, Ellen Lupton
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